
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

Thank you for 
joining us 



TEXAS CARBINE 
MONTHLY MATCHES 

2nd Sunday - Tactical  

4th Sunday - TC Steel 

5th Sunday - Tactical Shotgun 

(Most matches are rimfire-friendly) 

Come out and join us for five fun stages 

$20 match fee, sign up at 9:00 AM, Hammer 
down 10:00 AM 

Visit our website for details 

texascarbine.com 



RANGEMAP 

 
 

Note: To get to Bay 7, you must walk 
behind the public range area. 



SAFETY 
 

The Four Universal Laws of Gun Safety 

The gun is always loaded. 

Never point a gun at something you are not prepared to 

destroy. 

Always be sure of your target and what is behind it. 

Keep your finger off the trigger until your sights are on 

the target. 

Cold Range - No loaded firearms are allowed until the safety officer 
issues the command to load and make ready. 

Safe Area - Firearms may only be handled in the designated safe 

area. (see map) No ammunition may be handled in the safe area. 
Ammunition may be handled anywhere else. 

Muzzle Safe Points - Unless MSP's are specified for a CoF, the 
180 Rule will be used in lieu of designated MSP's. 

Protection - Eye and ear protection must be worn by all personnel 
while anywhere on the range. 

Please observe safe gun handling and Safety Officer commands. 
Failure to do so may result in match disqualification. 



WELCOME 
Texas Carbine would like to thank all our shooters for choosing to 
attend the sixth annual Pirates of Texas Carbine Championship. We 
have worked extremely hard to ensure that you have a pleasant, 
safe, and memorable shooting experience. If you need anything at 
all, please contact one of the match officials, (look for the grey 
shirts,) and let them know what you need. We will do our very best 
to accommodate you. 

Texas Carbine has come a long way since our first match in the 
Spring of 2011. From the beginning our goal was to provide 
shooters with safe, original, challenging, and fun stages at every 
match and we have worked tirelessly every month to make that goal 
a reality. We put all our proceeds right back into the props and 
equipment to continue to make our matches even better and we 
hope our efforts are evident to you in the match today. 

Finally, a word about stage descriptions. We make every attempt to 
ensure this is a SHOOTER'S MATCH and try very hard to make the 
stage description clear and concise. If you think you have found a 
loophole in the description that will give you a leg up on the other 
competitors, PLEASE ask the CRO of the stage for a clarification 
before you try it. If you have any question about what something 
means, ask the CRO of the stage. They will do their best to clarify 
the description for you and if they are unable to do so to your 
satisfaction, they will summon the MD. There will be no re-shoots 
for anyone not shooting the stage as described because they didn't 
understand the stage description. 

Sincerely, 
 
Texas Carbine 
  



THE THANK YOU’S 
 
Our wholehearted thanks to all the people who sacrificed their time 
and energy to help bring you this match. They have worked 
extremely hard without compensation to make this match a 
success. 

First, thanks to everyone who stepped up to help out with setting up 
the match. Another big thanks to HAL9000, our Master 
Scorekeeper and Sponsor Coordinator extraordinaire. 

We want to thank our core members Harold "Hal9000" Carter and 
Rick "El Whitemore Guy" Whitmore, for their months of work 
preparing for the match. 

Thanks also to Roy Richter for his "Tube of Death." 

Thanks to Terry Hughes and Chris Bixby for helping get the range 
prepped and ready for the match. 

Thanks to all of you who have made Texas Carbine and The 
Pirates of Texas Carbine Championship such a huge success. 

And, we would be remiss if we didn't thank our generous sponsors. 

Gold: Dreadnaught Industries.  

Silver: ELF Tactical, Bravo Concealment, Mas Tec 

Additional: XS Sights. Gulf Coast Graphics, Redbeard Gunworks, 
TSRA, McFadden Machines, Midway USA 

 
Michael "Maytag" McKinney 

Match Director 

  



CAST & CREW 
Match Director:  Michael “Maytag" McKinney 

SAFETY OFFICERS    •    SCOREKEEPERS   •   HELPERS 

Randy Bond Greg Laves Hector Ramirez 
Wendy Bond Bill Luick Roy Richter 
Bill Conner Yarek Mazurkiewicz JK Rowzee 
Rusty Fickes Darin McCann Scott Sharp 
Danny Garcia Carolyn McKinney Nick Shelby 
Jessica Gonzalez Franklin Moore Charles Sloate 
Rob Guerra Matt Morrow Karl Trybe 
Rod Henderson John Navar Barbara Volmer 
Terry Hughes Doug Paris Joe Volmer 
Trisha Hughes Betsy Price Rick Whitmore 

Course of Fire Design 
Maytag - Hal9000 - Sind Zu 

Stat Shack Photographers Prop Master 
Hal 9000 Jessica Gonzalez Rod Henderson 
  Rusty Fickes 
   

Target Stickers Trophies Shirts 
Gulf Coast Graphics Manny Bragg Cup Graphics 
   



PLAN OF THE DAY 
We will be using squading again this year because it helps avoid stage 
bottlenecks and makes the match run more smoothly. We have tried to 
design all the courses of fire as equal as possible time-wise, and hopefully 
your squad will not be excessively delayed when you arrive at the next 
stage. Your squad number will also be the number of the stage you start on 
and each squad will move to the next stage clockwise in numerical order. We 
will have a staff member driving around in a cart syncing the stage tablets 
with the master tablet and if you would like to sync the match data to your 
phone, you can do so. You can also sync at the pavilion during lunch. We 
also ask that you help paste targets when you are not the next shooter or, 
the on-deck shooter and, it is very important that you be ready to shoot when 
your name is called. Finally, the stage may not be set up exactly as in your 
booklet. 

Lunch will be served between 11 and 12pm and please hang on to your 
lunch ticket, you must have it at lunchtime. Once the food arrives, we will call 
a cease fire to allow you and our staff to break for lunch. Shooting will 
resume as our Safety Officers and Scorekeepers return to their stages and 
put up fresh targets. 

Scores will be calculated and awards will be presented after the last round is 
fired and to help move things along, we ask that you assist in tear down by 
returning to your first stage and help the staff move props to the bay 
entrance where they can be quickly picked up. 

Scores will be posted and everyone will be given an opportunity to check them prior to 
final match ranking. Final scores and Division Ranking will not be posted until the 
stages are torn down and props stowed. Your assistance in this will be greatly 
appreciated. Prize table drawings will follow after the award ceremony and yes, you 
must be present to win. 

There will be at least two staff photographers working the match and, if you are here 
with someone you shouldn't be, in the Witness Protection Program, working for the 
Central Intelligence Agency or, simply would rather not be recorded or photographed, 
just mention this to the person with the camera. 

Numerous trash cans are available around the range, so please help us keep the 
property as clean as possible and 4 porta potties will be available as well. 

And finally, if you are having a good time, please thank the match staff members 
because without them, none of this would be possible. 



RULES & INFO 

The menace that The Pirates of Texas are facing this time is the Killer 
Clowns.  The Killer Clowns have been terrorizing the country but have 
made the mistake of coming to Texas.  They plan to continue their reign of 
terror here.  Well that stuff don’t fly in Texas.  The Pirates are tracking 
them down to put-m down were ever they are found.    

We will use Vickers, "TC Scoring," (see further down,) and observe Jeff 
Cooper's four rules of gun safety as well as customary rules of conduct and 
sportsmanship. Please try not to do something unsafe, ill-mannered, or 
just plain mean. 

"TC Scoring" - Texas Carbine has always been of the opinion that you should 
never quit. Something that has occasionally caused us concern is a stage 
where a shooter could shoot the minimum number of rounds in a very 
quick time, not hit a target, take the penalties, and win the stage. 

To that end we will use what we call, "TC Scoring." Targets not hit or not 
engaged beyond 40 yards receive a higher penalty, 10 seconds for paper or 
steel not engaged and 7.5 seconds for paper or steel not hit. For targets 
greater than 100 yards, those two penalties are 15 and 10 seconds 
respectively. Also, if a shooter has a gun malfunction, the clock will still be 
running up to the max time and it behooves the shooter to do his/her best 
to solve the malfunction and try to finish the stage before reaching the 
max time. 

With the number of shooters in one day, this match must run as efficiently 
as possible in order to finish before dark. Consequently, there will be no 
"shagging brass" as it will delay the match's progress. Therefore, this is a 
lost brass match and we appreciate your cooperation. 

We will also have "on deck" boxes to help improve efficiency. A staff 
member will ensure that the on-deck shooter is in the box by the time the 
previous shooter starts his/her run. 

 



The match will continue regardless of weather with the exception of 
lightning or very heavy rain. In the case of light rain, please help the staff 
bag the targets and shooting will continue if/until the wet conditions 
become a safety concern. 

There are two Safe Areas (see Range Map), and they are provided for 
competitors to handle their weapon while not on the line. No ammo is 
permitted in the Safe Area. Ammo in the Safe Area or handling weapons 
outside the Safe Area or during a stage when you're not the shooter or 
on deck shooter is grounds for a Match DQ. 

On any stages with steel targets, we will check your ammo with a magnet. 
If the magnet sticks you will not be allowed to shoot that ammo on that 
stage. You may shoot any ammo you like on paper-only stages 

The max time for each stage is either 90 or 120 seconds. 

Often, we hear concerns expressed about the Failure to Do Right (FTDR) 
penalty and how it might be used in the match. For the record, in more 
than eighteen years as Match Directors, we have never seen this penalty 
used. That said, an example of when this penalty might be incurred would 
be if a shooter intentionally disregarded the instructions on a given stage, 
such as if the instructions specifically state to shoot from within a shooting 
area and the competitor chose to shoot from outside the shooting area. 
(We are not talking about accidentally stepping out but a willful disregard 
for the intent of the stage.) 

Actions that will result in a Match DQ are breaking the 180, any round 
leaving the confines of the range, and any round that strikes the ground 
within 6 feet of the competitor or Safety Officer. Unsportsmanlike 
conduct, depending on the situation, may also be grounds for a Match DQ. 

  



SPONSORS 

Our Gold Sponsor 
 

 

DREADNAUGHT INDUSTRIES LLC 

We stand ready to build your next competition or duty gun, or provide 
that essential part needed to get you on your way to victory! 

Silver Sponsors 

 

 
 

Additional Sponsors 

 

The Match Directors and Staff would like to offer our sincere thanks to all 
our sponsors for their generous support and we hope all of you will give 

them your business whenever possible  

  



SCORE TRACKER 
 
 

STAGE TIME 
PTS DOWN 

(X 0.5 SECS) 
PENALTIES TOTAL 

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

6     

7     

TOTAL     

 



STAGE 1 / BAY 1                                                                  Designer: Maytag

Min Rounds: 30  Scoring: Vickers Max Time 90sec 

Start Position: Standing at P1, loaded/safed rifle at Low Ready. 

Description: On the signal, engage all threats with two rounds each from within the shooting area 

SO Notes: Door open to start 

Props: 15 Targets - 3 NT - 14 Stands - 2 Door Walls - 2 Pop ups - 1 Peek-A-Boo 
 1 Single / 3 Double Barrels 



STAGE 2 / BAY 2                                                                  Designer: Maytag

Min Rounds: 30 Scoring: Vickers Max Time 90sec 

Start Position: Standing at P1, loaded/safe rifle at Low Ready. 

Description: On the signal, enter the shooting area and engage all threats with two rounds each 
through the open ports or around the corners while remaining within the shooting area 

SO Notes:  

Props: 15 Targets - 4 NT - 18 Stands – 1 Double Swinger - 3 Vinyl Walls - 3 T-posts 
 3 T-post Stands - 1 Swinger 



STAGE 3 / BAY 3                                                                  Designer: Hal9000

Min Rounds: 36 Scoring: Vickers Max Time 90sec 

Start Position: Standing at P1, loaded/safed rifle at Low Ready 

Description: On the signal, engage all threats with two rounds each through the slots only  

SO Notes: White t-shirts represent Non-Threats 

Props: 18 Targets - 6 NT - 22 Stands – 2 Pop Ups - 3 Slot Walls – 4 Vinyl Walls 
 8 T-posts - 8 T-post Stands 



STAGE 4 / BAY 4                                                                  Designer: Maytag

Min Rounds: 18 Scoring: Vickers Max Time 120 

Start Position: Standing at P1, loaded/safe rifle at Low Ready 

Description: On the signal, engage the moving target with two rounds only while moving and the 
visible steel targets from each of the three shooting positions  

SO Notes: From the roof the shooter must be fully on the roof and shots must pass under the top 
bar, from the slot all shots must pass through the opening, and from the bridge the 
shooter must be fully on the bridge while engaging targets . Paper may be engaged at 
any time it is moving from anywhere in the shooting area 

Props: 1 Target - 7 NT – 7 Stands – 6 Steel Sils - Roof - Slot Wall - Bridge - 2 T-posts 
 2 T-post Stands - 4 Triple / 2 Double Barrels - Mover 



STAGE 5 / BAY 5                                                                  Designer: Maytag

Min Rounds: 30 Scoring: Vickers Max Time 90sec 

Start Position: Standing at P1, loaded/safed rifle at Low Ready 

Description: Who knows what the Killer Clowns have prepared 

SO Notes: Describe COF when shooter enters shooting area 

Props:  

TIME

FOR

A

SURPRISE



STAGE 6 / BAY 6                                                                  Designer: Hal9000

Min Rounds: 30 Scoring: Vickers Max Time 90sec 

Start Position: Standing at P1, loaded/safed rifle at Low Ready 

Description: On the signal, engage all threats with two rounds each through the openings and 
window only while remaining within the shooting area. 

SO Notes:  

Props: 15 Targets - 11 NT - 22 Stands - 4 Angle Stands - 1 Window Wall – 6 Vinyl Walls 
 12 T-posts - 12 T-post Stands 



STAGE 7 / BAY 7                                                                  Designer: Maytag

Min Rounds: 10 Scoring: Vickers Max Time 90sec 

Start Position: Standing at P1, loaded/safe rifle at Low Ready 

Description: On the signal, engage all targets from within the pipe.   

SO Notes: The shooter must enter the pipe from the rear and no part of the shooter may touch the 
ground.  Knock over plates for Rim Fire and PCC only. 

Props: 10 Targets - Pipe Rack 
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